
Preparing Merit and Salary Budget Increases
Creating a system to allocate employee raises is no easy task. You need to have a 
solid appraisal system in place and understand what merit system works best for your 
organization. Once you have implemented your merit system, strong communication 
is key to ensure managers and employees’ expectations are properly set.

Understand the different types of merit matrices 
available 

• Straight percent merit matrix: easy to design and use, 
but may reward tenure over performance

• Quartiled merit matrix: more difficult to implement, but 
considers an employee’s performance and position within 
the pay range for their job when allocating increases

• Straight amount-based merit matrix: easy to implement 
and does not over-reward higher paid employees, but 
only works for jobs with large ranges and number of 
employees

Recognize the value of pay-for-performance 
practices 

• Performance raises help maintain market equity, manage 
employee perceptions of fairness, and motivate higher 
performance

• Non pay-for-performance raises are not enough to 
incentivize, retain, and engage employees

• Research shows pay for performance works, but its 
important to invest in your merit system to optimize 
impact

Set your foundation before designing a merit plan
• Its important to have a sound performance evaluation 

system including management buy-in, a clear rating 
system, and general acceptance of the system

• You must consider your budget constraints, the amount 
employees will see, timing, and your current pay 
distribution



Tie your merit plan to the maintenance of your base 
pay system

• You can evaluate and update your pay ranges as you design 
your merit plan

• Calculate and check compa-ratios after the implementation of 
the merit plan

• Run regressions to see the effect of your merit system on 
tenure versus performance

Book a demo today

Need to build an effective pay-for-performance plan?
CompAnalyst can help.

Know how to properly communicate your merit 
plan 

• Understand your company culture and build your 
communication plan with this in mind

• Employees will discuss their pay, so its crucial to build a 
pay system that is widely perceived as fair to get ahead of 
the conversation

• Consider reporting the range of raises per performance 
category to add clarity when communicating more 
complex merit matrices

Understand how to estimate the cost of your merit 
plan

• Find the distribution of the performance appraisal system
• Use this distribution to forecast expected costs using the 

appropriate calculation and characteristics of your chosen 
merit plan

• Continue to evaluate and compare the cost of multiple 
scenarios for the distribution of your merit budget

https://www.companalyst.com/company/book-a-demo/
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